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Marchup Beck Stepping stones 

 

This is a most attractive part of Marchup Beck.  It’s the point at which 

the Dales Highway long distance footpath crosses the beck. The 

tributary joining the beck flowing under the footbridge at this point has 

no formal name.  Informally we call it Darkwood Beck.  It rises on 

Addingham Moorside at Sea Moor Tarn (sometimes called Brown Bank 

Marsh).  For much of its length it is culverted through farm fields.  Lower 

down it flows through Darkwood, before passing under the bypass and 

emerging into the short but very deeply incised valley you can see here.  

The water quality of Darkwood Beck and Marchup Beck is very similar.  

Both becks are in good condition, phosphorus concentrations are only 

slightly elevated by nutrient pollution from agricultural land upstream 

and there are good populations of invertebrates living in the water, 

including the freshwater shrimp Gammarus pulex. 

Sadly, however, the bed of the beck at this point and all the way 

downstream through the village is contaminated by shards of glass and 

pottery eroded from the base of the former village ash tip just upstream.  

It is quite amazing today to see that waste of this kind was disposed of in the past at a site along the edge of a 

watercourse, especially a site upstream of a 

population centre.  Fortunately, it seems the waste 

does not contain toxic material. 

The stretch of beck between the Stepping Stones 

and Big Meadow Drive is the best with regard to 

habitat quality along the whole length of the beck. 

The beck follows a natural course and both sides 

are lined with semi-natural riparian woodland 

which provides a home and a corridor for wildlife, 

especially birds.  It also protects the banks of the 

beck from erosion, keeps the water cool and 

provides woody debris. 


